Assembling Instructions for CL-920 Curtain Track (Ripple Fold Type)
Please also read the full detailed instructions with videos which have been sent to your email
with the tracking# for this shipment.
If you did not receiver it, please request it at: Support@PowerCurtain.com

Due to the length limit set by the
carrier, the track comes to you in
two sections as the left picture
shows.

Important Note:
Make sure the Green Belt is always
inside both inner Channels of the
Track. Otherwise push it back to
the Channel with a screw driver.

Unfold & lay the Track to be a
straight line.

Make sure the Belt is not jammed and inside the inner channel.
The attached Connector with 4
screws could be seen underneath the
Track.
Align the two Tracks together &
slide the Track Connector till its
center matches the joint. Then
secure them together with the 4
screws. Make sure the joint is
seamless.
The whole Track is now assembled.
At this time the 2 separate Buckles
will merge, as following picture
shows.
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There’re two Master Carriers running
alongside the Track. One Carrier comes
ready (left one in picture) & another comes
in loose parts (components in picture).

2 Bolts
Cramp

Push the E-Spacer into the center slot of
the 2 Buckles.

E-Spacer
2 Buckles

Handle

Enclose the very first Runner with the
Cramp.

Finally secure the Handle to the Carrier
with 2 Bolts

IMPORTANT NOTE

Hand move the Carrier alongside the Track back & forth a few times. Make sure it travels smoothly.
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CAUTION
Never lift the Track at one end especially if the Track has a joint.
Whenever handling the Track, hands on both sides of the joint & balance the weight,
in order not to creating a splice. At least Two people are needed to mount the Track.

For further inquiry please contact: Support@PowerCurtain.com
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